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Abstract
A parametrization of (super) moduli space near the corners corresponding to bosonic
or Neveu-Schwarz open string degenerations is introduced for worldsheets of arbitrary
topology. With this parametrization, Feynman graph polynomials arise as the α′ → 0
limit of objects on moduli space. Furthermore, the integration measures of string
theory take on a very simple and elegant form.
Keywords: Schottky groups, strings, superstrings, wordline formalism,
supermaniforlds
1. Introduction
A very useful parametrization of the moduli of multiloop Riemann surfaces is
given by Schottky groups, which manifested themselves automatically in the earliest
approaches to multiloop string amplitudes. In this letter we describe (in section 2) a
scheme for co-ordinatizing the moduli space of orientable open string worldsheets, in
which all 3g−3+n real moduli are realized as ‘lengths’ of plumbing fixtures. In section
3 we see how Feynman graphs with various distinct topologies arise as the α′ →
0 limit of such worldsheets, given an appropriate mapping between dimensionless
pinching parameters pi and Schwinger parameters ti. In section 4 we show how
the construction can be extended to the Neveu-Schwarz sector of superstrings, and
present the elegant form taken by the leading part of the string measure in the
pinching moduli. The pinching moduli are ‘canonical parameters’ in the sense of
section 6.3 of reference [1], so their use makes Berezin integration on supermoduli
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space unambiguous. Proofs omitted in this letter are to be provided in a forthcoming
work [2].
2. The parametrization
We are interested in describing worldsheets near complete “open string” degen-
erations; in such regions of moduli space the worldsheets may be constructed from
3-punctured discs glued together with strips. The topologically distinct degenera-
tions can be classified as cubic ribbon graphs (i.e. graphs with a fixed cyclic ordering
of the three edges incident on each vertex). Given a (not necessarily planar) cubic
ribbon graph, we want to find “pinching parameters” {pi}, i.e. local coordinates
on Schottky space such that taking pi → 0 gives the corner corresponding to that
degeneration.
To achieve this, we will provide an algorithm for writing down the g Schottky
group generators γi and the n positions of punctures xj as functions of the pinching
parameters for a given cubic ribbon graph.
The algorithm may be arrived at by considering transition functions on a surface
obtained by gluing together 3-punctured discs with open-string plumbing fixtures.
All transition functions will be composed of two fundamental ones: one that cycles
between local coordinates around the three punctures on a disc, and one which moves
from one end of a plumbing fixture to the other.
Let us consider first of all a 3-punctured disc. Let the punctures be labelled a1,
a2 and a3 with a clockwise ordering. We will need three local coordinate charts z1,
z2, z3 which vanish at their respective punctures; zi(ai) = 0. The upper-half-plane is
the image of the disc under zi and its boundary is mapped onto the projective real
line. Let us also specify
zi(ai+1) =∞ ; zi(ai−1) = 1 , (1)
where the indices are mod 3. Then there is a unique Mo¨bius map ρ which acts as
a transition function cycling the three charts. We want to have zi = ρ(zi+1),
then we need
ρ(0) =∞ ; ρ(∞) = 1 ; ρ(1) = 0 . (2)
This is given by ρ(z) = 1−1/z, or as a matrix acting on the homogeneous coordinates,
ρ =
(
1 −1
1 0
)
. (3)
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which, of course, satisfies ρ3 = Id. So in general, on a 3-punctured disc the transition
functions between these canonical charts are given by{
ρ ↔ move anticlockwise around the disc
ρ−1 ↔ move clockwise around the disc. (4)
The other ingredient is the open string plumbing fixture. Suppose our surface
includes two charts z, w whose images are contained in the upper-half-plane and
include semi-discs of radius 1 centred on 0. Then if we fix a “pinching parameter”
p with 0 < p < 1 and cut out the semi-discs |z| < p, |w| < p we can impose the
equation
z w = −p , (5)
for |z| < 1, |w| < 1, which we call an open string plumbing fixture between the two
charts. Topologically, the effect is to attach a strip to the boundary of the surface,
either adding a ‘handle’ or joining two previously disconnected components. When
we take p→ 0 the strip degenerates leaving a node joining z−1(0) to w−1(0).
We can view the plumbing fixture as a transition function from the chart at one
end to the chart at the other: let us define a Mo¨bius map σp such that Eq. (5) can
be written as w = σp(z), i.e. σp(z) ≡ −p/z, or as a matrix
σp =
1√
p
(
0 −p
1 0
)
. (6)
We can summarize its use as
σp ↔ traverse a plumbing fixture with pinching parameter p . (7)
Now let us consider a cubic ribbon graph Γ. Let us assign three coordinate charts
to each vertex, with one associated to each incident half-edge. We can write down a
sequence composed of the following two moves taking us from one chart to any other
one:
• Moving (anti)clockwise between two charts associated to different half-edges
incident at the same vertex.
• Moving from a chart associated to a half-edge of an internal edge Ek to a chart
associated to its half-edge at the vertex at the other end.
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It’s crucial that an internal edge not be traversed before first moving onto the chart
associated to its half-edge.
A sequence of such moves can be translated into a transition function with the
following dictionary:
move anticlockwise around a vertex ↔ ρ
move clockwise around a vertex ↔ ρ−1
traverse Ek ↔ σpk ≡ σk ,
(8)
where we have associated a pinching parameter pk to every internal edge Ek.
Note that for multiply-connected graphs, this procedure gives multiple, distinct
transition functions from one chart to another, since there are multiple paths between
each pair of charts and each path gives a different transition function. This is because
there is a Schottky group: each transition function is well-defined modulo the group
action.
To be more explicit, let us pick a “base chart” z (i.e. a choice of one of the
vertices in Γ and one of its incident half-edges). If the surface has g loops, then we
can find g homologically independent closed paths Pi starting and ending at z. For
each closed path, we can use Eq. (8) to write down a Mo¨bius map; these g Mo¨bius
maps are the Schottky group generators γi.
Furthermore, suppose Γ has n external edges (corresponding to punctures in the
surface). Each external edge has a coordinate chart, in which the punctures are at
0. We can write down paths Pj from these charts back to the base chart z, and
again using the dictionary Eq. (8), we can find Mo¨bius maps Vj which are transition
functions from these charts to the base chart z. Then the positions of the punctures
as seen in the base chart will be given as
xj = Vj(0) . (9)
So we have defined a Riemann surface by a set of transition functions which
depend on a set of parameters {pi}. The number of parameters equals the number of
internal edges, which by elementary graph topology is 3g−3+n, coinciding with the
real dimension of open string Schottky space. The canonical Schottky coordinates
(multipliers, fixed points and puncture coordinates) can be expressed in terms of the
pi’s, so these provide a new set of coordinates for Schottky space. Moreoever, in the
limit pi → 0, the surface totally degenerates into a collection of 3-punctured discs
joined together at nodes, with the topology corresponding to the graph Γ used to
define the pi’s.
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Figure 1: Two cubic ribbon graphs. Internal edges are labelled by Ei and external
edges are labelled with Xj. The big dots indicate the chosen base charts. Dotted
lines indicate paths: loops are labelled `k while paths from Xj to the base chart are
labelled Pj.
Use of these pinching parameters as integration variables on moduli space gives
the bosonic string measure an elegant and simple form which we describe at the end
of section 4.1, since it is similar to the analogous expression for the NS sector of
superstrings [2].
2.1. An example at 3-loop
Let us consider the 3-loop “Mercedes-Benz” diagram shown in Fig. 1a. We can
write down the Schottky group for this graph according to the procedure in section
2. The big dot indicates a choice of coordinate chart to use as our base chart. A
basis of three loops `1, `2, `3 is indicated. For each of these loops, we can write down
a sequence of the basic ‘moves’ needed to go around the loop and arrive back in the
base chart, as follows (reading right-to-left):
`1 = cw · E6 · cw · E1 · cw · E5 (10)
`2 = acw · E4 · cw · E2 · cw · E6 · acw (11)
`3 = E5 · cw · E3 · cw · E4 · cw , (12)
where (a)cw means “move to the chart that is (anti)clockwise from the current
one on the same vertex” and Ei means “move to the chart at the other end of the
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edge Ei”. Then the dictionary Eq. (8) gives us the following matrices as the three
Schottky generators:
γ1 = ρ
−1 σ6 ρ−1 σ1 ρ−1 σ5 =
1√
k1
(
1 0
1 + p6(1 + p1) k1
)
(13)
γ2 = ρ σ4 ρ
−1 σ2 ρ−1 σ6 ρ =
−1√
k2
(
1 + p4(1 + p2(1 + p6)) −1− p4(1 + p2)
p4(1 + p2(1 + p6)) −p4(1 + p2)
)
(14)
γ3 = σ5 ρ
−1 σ3 ρ−1 σ4 ρ−1 =
1√
k3
(
k3 −p5(1 + p3(1 + p4))
0 1
)
(15)
where the multipliers ki are
k1 = p1 p5 p6 k2 = p2 p4 p6 k3 = p3 p4 p5 , (16)
i.e. simply the products of the pinching parameters of the edges in the respective
loops (this is true in general whenever a loop `i is conjugate to one whose turns are
either all cw or all acw). The attractive and repulsive Schottky fixed points, ui and
vi respectively, can be computed as
u1 = 0 v1 =∞ v2 = 1 v3 = 1 + p6(1 + p1)
p6(1 + p1(1 + p5))
(17)
u2 =
1 + p6((1 + p4 + p1(1 + p4(1 + p2)(1 + p5))) + p1 p2 p4 p5 p6)
p6(1 + p4(1 + p2))(1 + p1(1 + p5))
(18)
and
u3 =
1 + p5((1 + p6 + p3(1 + p6(1 + p1)(1 + p4))) + p1 p3 p4 p5 p6)
p5 p6(1 + p3(1 + p4))(1 + p1(1 + p5))
. (19)
2.2. An example with external edges
For a second example, let us consider the g = 2, n = 2 graph in Fig. 1b. The two
loops may be written as
`1 = E5 · cw · Eb · cw · E3 · cw · Ea · cw (20)
`2 = acw · Ea · acw · E3 · cw · E2 · acw · Ea · cw (21)
so the Schottky group generators are
γ1 = σ5 ρ
−1 σb ρ−1 σ3 ρ−1 σa ρ−1 (22)
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γ2 = (ρ σa ρ)σ3 ρ
−1 σ2 ρ−1 (ρ σa ρ)−1 , (23)
whose fixed points and multipliers may be computed straightforwardly. The paths
Pi from the external edges Xi to the base chart may be written as
Pa = cw Pb = acw · Ea · acw · E3 · acw · Eb · cw (24)
so
Va = ρ
−1 Vb = ρ σa ρ σ3 ρ σb ρ−1 (25)
hence the coordinates of the punctures in the base chart are
xa = Va(0) = 1 , xb = Vb(0) =
1 + pb(1 + p3(1 + pa))
pa pb p3
. (26)
3. The field theory limit
Suppose a cubic ribbon graph Γ is used to parametrize a Schottky group according
to the procedure in section 2. Let us hypothesize the following expression for the
3g − 3 + n pinching parameters pi in terms of Schwinger parameters ti (where α′ is
the Regge slope):
pi = e
−ti/α′ . (27)
With this, we can study the α′ → 0 asymptotics of various objects defined in terms
of the open string worldsheets. We find that the limiting behaviour is given in terms
of purely graph-theoretic objects defined in terms of Γ, where the ti are taken as
Schwinger parameters for the corresponding internal edges Ei.
3.1. Period matrix
The period matrix of a Riemann surface given by a Schottky group (with a
compatible marking) is equal to the following series [3]
τij =
1
2pii
(
δij log ki − (i)
∑
γα
′
(j) log
ui − γα(vj)
ui − γα(uj)
vi − γα(uj)
vi − γα(vj)
)
(28)
where the summation is over all Schottky group elements γα whose left-most factor is
not γ±ni and whose right-most factor is not γ
±n
j . We can compute this, for example,
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for the 3-loop worldsheet described in section 2.1. We find
τij =
1
2pii
 log p1p5p6 − log p6 − log p5− log p6 log p2p4p6 − log p4
− log p5 − log p4 log p3p4p5
 + O(pi) . (29)
All Schotty group elements other than the identity give an O(pi) contribution in
Eq. (29).
We can also compute the graph period matrix for a g-loop graph Γ with a basis
{`i} of loops. This is given by [4]
θij =
∑
k
〈`i, `j〉k tk , (30)
where for paths P1, P2 we define
〈P1, P2〉k ≡

1 if P1 and P2 cross Ek in the same direction
−1 if P1 and P2 cross Ek in opposite directions
0 if P1 and P2 do not both cross Ek.
(31)
The graph period matrix for the graph in Fig. 1a is given by
θij =
t1 + t5 + t6 −t6 −t5−t6 t2 + t4 + t6 −t4
−t5 −t4 t3 + t4 + t5
 . (32)
Clearly, with the use of Eq. (27) the matrices in Eq. (29) and Eq. (32) satisfy
i θij = lim
α′→0
2piα′τij . (33)
In fact, Eq. (33) is true in general as a relation between an arbitrary g-loop, n-point
cubic graph Γ and the surface parametrized with it as in section 2 [2].
The determinant of a graph’s period matrix is the graph’s first Symanzik polyno-
mial, which appears in the denominator of the corresponding Feynman integrals [5].
Eq. (33) elucidates how this can arise from the powers of det(2pi Im τ) which appear
in the denominator of the string measure on moduli space.
3.2. Green’s function
This parametrization also allows us to see how the worldline Green’s function can
arise as the α′ → 0 limit of the worldsheet Green’s function.
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We use the results of [4], where it is shown that the worldline Green’s function
between two external edges X1, X2 on a g-loop graph Γ with a basis {`i} of loops
may be written as
GX1X2 = −
1
2
s +
1
2
~v · θ−1 · ~v . (34)
where we’ve picked some path P from X1 to X2 and then in terms of Eq. (31),
s ≡ 〈P, P 〉 vi ≡ 〈`i, P 〉 . (35)
G can be found from the α′ → 0 limit of
Ĝ(x1, x2) ≡ G(x1, x2)− 1
2
log(V ′1(0)V
′
2(0)) (36)
where Vi is the transition function that goes from the chart associated with the
external edge Xi to the base chart z, and xi = Vi(0) is the z coordinate of the
puncture. G(w, z) is the worldsheet Green’s function given by [6]
G(z, w) = logE(z, w)− 1
2
(∫ w
z
~ω
)
· (2piIm τ)−1 ·
(∫ w
z
~ω
)
. (37)
Here E(z, w) is the Schottky-Klein prime form
E(z, w) = (z − w)
∏
α
′ z − γα(w)
z − γα(z)
w − γα(z)
w − γα(w) (38)
where the Schottky group product includes one from each pair of inverse elements
{γα, γ−1α }. ωi are the Abelian differentials, given by
ωi(z) =
∑
α
(i)
( 1
z − γα(ui) −
1
z − γα(vi)
)
dz (39)
where the sum is over all Schottky group elements whose right-most factor is not
γ±ni . We find that
1
2
s = lim
α′→0
α′ log
E(x1, x2)√
V ′1(0)V
′
2(0)
vi = − lim
α′→0
α′
∫ x2
x1
ωi (40)
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which along with Eq. (33) gives
GX1X2 = − lim
α′→0
α′ Ĝ(x1, x2) . (41)
As an example, consider the g = 2, n = 2 graph in Fig. 1b, whose corresponding
pinching parametrization was worked out in section 2.2.
Let us choose the path P between the two external edges to be given in terms of
Eq. (24) by P = P−1b · Pa; using Eq. (35) this gives
s = ta + tb + t3 ~v = (ta + tb + t3 , −t3)t . (42)
From the Schottky group formulae, we can use
V ′a(0) = 1 , V
′
b (0) =
1
pa pb p3
. (43)
to find
log
E(xb, xa)√
V ′a(0)V
′
b (0)
= log
xb − xa√
V ′a(0)V
′
b (0)
+O(pi) = −1
2
log(pa pb p3) +O(pi) , (44)
which converges to s/2α′ after using Eq. (27) and taking α′ → 0. Similarly, we can
compute
∫ xb
xa
ωi. The only Schottky group element which contributes at leading order
is the identity; we find∫ xa
xb
~ω(z) =
[
log
z − ui
z − vi
]xa
xb
+O(pj) =
(− log(pa pb p3) , log(p3))t +O(pj) ; (45)
again, this asymptotes to ~v/α′ in the limit α′ → 0. Thus, combining Eq. (45) and
Eq. (44) and computing the period matrix as in section 3.1, we find that for the
surface parametrized by the graph in Fig. 1b,
lim
α′→0
α′Ĝ(xb, xa) = t5
2
− t
2
5(t2 + t3)
2 det θ
= −G . (46)
This holds in general. Since Feynman integrals for Φ3 scalar QFTs can be written
down using only the worldline Green’s function [7], this clarifies how the Feynman
diagrams arise from the various corners of moduli space in the corresponding string
theory.
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4. Superstrings
The construction in section 2 can be adapted for the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector
of superstrings in the RNS formalism, in which the worldsheets are taken as super
Riemann surfaces (SRS) [1]. We use the formalism of super Schottky groups [8, 9]
following the notation of section 2.2 of [10].
A number of modifications must be made to the construction in section 2. Firstly,
the 3-punctured discs must be replaced by SRS discs with three NS punctures (NNN
discs). While 3-punctured discs have no moduli, NNN discs have one Grassmann-
odd supermodulus. If the punctures are at a1, a2, a3 and z = z|ζ is a global
superconformal coordinate, then
Θa1a2a3 ≡ ±
ζ1(z2
.− z3) + ζ2(z3 .− z1) + ζ3(z1 .− z2) + ζ1ζ2ζ3√
(z1
.− z2)(z2 .− z3)(z3 .− z1)
(47)
is a superprojective (pseudo)invariant, and a modulus of an NNN disc. Here zi ≡
z(ai) and zi
.−zj ≡ zi−zj−ζiζj. To account for this, we attach an odd parameter Θi
to every vertex Vi in our cubic ribbon graph Γ. Whereas in the bosonic construction
a single matrix ρ is used to ‘rotate’ around any vertex, now each vertex Vi must get
its own separate matrix ρΘi . It is given by the OSp(1|2) matrix
ρΘ ≡
 −1 1 −Θ−1 0 0
−Θ 0 1
 (48)
which permutes the points with homogenous coordinates (0, 1|0)t, (1, 0|0)t, (1, 1|Θ)t.
The second modification to the construction in section 2 is that the internal edges
of the cubic ribbon graph Γ must be given orientations, i.e. Γ must be a directed cubic
ribbon graph. The reason for this is that the NS plumbing fixture is asymmetric
unlike its bosonic equivalent. If z = z|ζ and w = w|ψ are two superconformal charts
at opposite ends of an NS plumbing fixture, then they satisfy
z w = −ε2 , z ψ = ε ζ , w ζ = −ε ψ , ψ ζ = 0 , (49)
where we call ε the “NS pinching parameter”. Eq. (49) is not symmetric under
swapping z ↔ w without also swapping ε ↔ −ε. We can rewrite Eq. (49) in
terms of a transition function as w = σε(z), where σε(z) ≡ −ε2/z
∣∣ ε ζ/z, or as an
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OSp(1|2) matrix,
σε ≡
 0 −ε 0ε−1 0 0
0 0 1
 . (50)
The general idea of the approach to writing down a super-Schottky group from a
directed cubic ribbon graph Γ is the same as in the bosonic case. Each cubic vertex
in Γ has three associated superconformal charts (one for each incident half-edge).
Let us pick one as a ‘base chart’ z. If Γ is a g loop graph, we can find g independent
closed paths starting at the base chart. After decomposing each path `i into the
same set of basic ‘moves’ as in the bosonic case, we can translate it into a super
Schottky group generator γi using the following dictionary:
move anticlockwise around the vertex Vi ↔ ρΘi
move clockwise around the vertex Vi ↔ ρΘi−1
traverse Ek in the marked direction ↔ σεk
traverse Ek against the marked direction ↔ σεk−1 .
(51)
Similarly, for each external edge Xi in Γ, we find a path Pi going from Xi to the base
chart and then use the dictionary Eq. (51) to translate Pi into a transition function
Vi; the z coordinates of the corresponding NS puncture are xi|ξi = Vi(0|0).
A g-loop cubic graph Γ with n external edges has |V | = 2g− 2 +n cubic vertices
and |E| = 3g− 3 + n internal edges; since we associate a Grassmann odd parameter
Θi to each vertex Vi and a Grassmann-even parameter εk to each edge Ek, we see that
we match the dimension of supermoduli space, dim(Mg,n) = 3g − 3 + n|2g − 2 + n.
For planar vacuum graphs with n = 0 which have |F | = g + 1 faces, we can use the
supermoduli space dimension to check Euler’s graph formula |V | − |E|+ |F | = 2.
Note that the parametrization chosen for g = 2, n = 0 in references [11, 12] arises
as a special case of the procedure described in this section. In those works, it was
used to find the α′ → 0 limit of the NS superstring amplitude, correctly yielding
the sum of 2-loop vacuum Feynman diagrams for the bosonic sector of N = 4 SYM
in a particular gauge. While the ad hoc manipulation described in section 5 of [11]
was necessary to correctly choose which even supermoduli to fix before evaluating
Berezin integrals (see section 3.4.1 of [13] for why this is important), and to rescale
odd supermoduli to symmetrize the factors in the measure, the procedure described
here prescribes the same outcome without ambiguity.
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4.1. The superstring measure
The super Schottky group expression for the g-loop, n-point superstring measure
in the NS sector is given by Eqs. (30) and (31) of [14]. The leading holomorphic
part (having dropped the period matrix determinants and nonzero mode parts of the
functional determinants) is given in terms of canonical super Schottky variables by
[dm0]
n
g ≡
1
dVabc
n∏
i=1
dxi
(DV ζi )(0|0)
g∏
j=1
dui dvj dqj
uj
.− vj
(1 + qj)
2
q2j
, (52)
and takes a simple and elegant form in terms of these pinching parameters. In
Eq. (52) ui and vi are the attractive and repulsive fixed superpoints of γi and qi is
its semimultiplier (γi is conjugate to z 7→ q2i z|qiζ). xi = Vi(0|0) is the position of the
NS puncture associated to Xi, V
ζ
i is the odd part of Vi and D is the superderivative.
The superprojective volume element is given by
1
dVabc
=
√
(a .− b)(b .− c)(c .− a)
da db dc
dΘabc, (53)
where a, b and c are three superpoints chosen from among the xi, uj and vj to be
gauge-fixed.
Expressed in terms of the pinching supermoduli, Eq. (52) takes on the following
very simple form:
[dm0]
n
g ∝
∏
Vi
dΘi
∏
Ej
dεj
ε2j
∏
B
(1 + qB) . (54)
Here the product runs over all closed boundaries B of the ribbon graph Γ, meaning
all closed paths in the graph whose decomposition involves either only cw or only
acw turns at the vertices. qB is the semimultiplier of the super Schottky group
element γB homologous to the path B, which is equal (modulo a sign) to the product
of the NS pinching parameters εk of the edges Ek in B. The product is also over all
vertices Vi and edges Ej in the graph Γ.
The analogous part of the bosonic string theory measure on Schottky space also
takes a simple form in terms of the pinching parameters, obtained from Eq. (54) by
deleting the dΘi’s and replacing dεj/ε
2
j 7→ dkj/k2j and (1 + qB) 7→ (1− kB) [2].
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Figure 2: A directed cubic ribbon graph with g = 2, n = 2. Vertices are labelled Vi
and internal edges have orientations marked by chevrons; the other labels have the
same meanings as in Fig. 1.
4.2. Example
Consider the g = 2, n = 2 graph shown in Fig. 2. The loop basis indicated is
given by
`1 = acwd · E−14 · cwa · E1 · cwc · E3 · acwd , (55)
`2 = cwd · E−13 · cwc · E2 · cwb · E5 , (56)
so with the dictionary Eq. (51) we find that the super Schottky group generators are
γ1 = ρd σ
−1
4 ρ
−1
a σ1 ρ
−1
c σ3 ρd , (57)
γ2 = ρ
−1
d σ
−1
3 ρ
−1
c σ2 ρ
−1
b σ5 . (58)
Their semimultipliers are given by
q1 = ε1 ε3 ε4 , q2 = ε2 ε3 ε5 . (59)
The fixed points are ui =
U1i
U2i
∣∣U3i
U2i
and vi =
V 1i
V 2i
∣∣V 3i
V 2i
where Ui and Vi are eigenvectors
satisfying γiUi = q
−1
i Ui and γiVi = qiVi, given by
U1 = ρ
−1
d Uˆ1 , V1 = ρ
−1
d Vˆ1 , U2 = Uˆ2 , V2 = Vˆ2 . (60)
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Here,
Uˆi ≡ (1− q2i , AIi | (1 + qi)ΦIi)t , Vˆi ≡ (0 , 1 | 0)t (61)
where I1 = (4, 1, d, a, c), I2 = (3, 2, d, c, b) and
Φijαβγ ≡ Θα + εiΘβ − εiεjΘγ (62)
Aijαβγ ≡ 1 + ε2i + ε2i ε2j + Θα Φijαβγ − ε2i εjΘβΘγ. (63)
Similarly, the paths from the external edges Xa, Xb to the marked base chart are
given by
Pa = acwd · E−14 · cwa , Pb = E−15 · cwb , (64)
then with Eq. (51) we find
Va = ρd σ
−1
4 ρa , Vb = σ
−1
5 ρ
−1
b , (65)
so xa = ∞|0 and xb = −ε25| − ε5Θb. Let’s instead use Va()(z|ζ) ≡ Va(z + |ζ) to
control the infinities until we take  → 0 in the final result. The three gauge-fixed
points are (a, b, c) = (v1,v2,xa()), so the super-projective volume element Eq. (53)
is
1
dVv1v2xa()
∼ 1
 ε 44
dΘv1v2xa()
dv1 dv2 dxa()
; dΘv1v2xa() ∼ dΘd . (66)
The denominators from the punctures are
(DV ζa())(0|0) =
1
 ε4
; (DV ζb )(0|0) = ε5 . (67)
The super-Jacobian of the change from the canonical super Schottky variables to the
pinching parameters is given in block form as
(
A |B
C |D
)
where
A =
∂(u1, u2, q1, q2, xb)
∂(ε1, . . . , ε5)
B =
∂(θ1, θ2, ξb,Θv1v2xa())
∂(ε1, . . . , ε5)
(68)
C =
∂(u1, u2, q1, q2, xb)
∂(Θa, . . . ,Θd)
D =
∂(θ1, θ2, ξb,Θv1v2xa())
∂(Θa, . . . ,Θd)
; (69)
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its Berezinian is
det(A−BD−1C)
detD
= −8 ε
2
3ε4ε5
(1 + q1)(1 + q2)
(u1
.− v1)(u2 .− v2) (70)
which combines with the other factors in the measure Eq. (52) to give
[dm0]
2
2 = −8 dΘa dΘb dΘc dΘd
dε1 dε2 dε3 dε4 dε5
ε21 ε
2
2 ε
2
3 ε
2
4 ε
2
5
(1 + q1)(1 + q2) . (71)
This is of the form Eq. (54) because modulo conjugation `1 and `2 are the two closed
boundaries of Fig. 2 (the closed path which crosses the edges E5E2E1E
−1
4 is not a
closed boundary because of the external edges Xa and Xb).
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